ADDENDUM #1 TO BID INVITATION #CON14-08

FOR: DORM FURNITURE

DUE: JUNE 17, 2014 BY 1:00 PM EST.

CHANGE’S:

1) SOLID OAK SPECIFICATION: NHTI will consider an alternative for the solid oak specification as long as the substitution is equal to or exceeds solid oak standards/durability. If you are bidding an alternative for this, please include literature for review.

2) ITEM #5: Dresser – 3 Drawers
   Change Item # FROM: 954BEV
   TO: 954AEV

3) ITEM #6: Wardrobes, Double Door
   Remove last bullet (beveled door pulls)
   ADD: Fully Routed Door Pull

4) ITEM #7: Student Pedestal Desk
   Change Item # FROM: 953HEV
   TO: 954BEV (48”)

5) ITEM #8: Hutches
   Change Item # FROM: 953II
   TO: 953LL (2” difference in width between desk top & hutch)
   Fully Open Back
   No Light

CLARIFICATION:

Q) 15 EA Bunk Bed Hook Lock Posts with the Sinuous spring hook-lock style:
   Are you looking for 15 lofting kits in order to high loft the bed? A kit includes 2 bed ends and 1 stabilizer bar? Or are you looking for 15 additional beds in order to bunk the bed? This would be 2 bed ends and 1 spring. Or other?

A) 15 high loft kits so that 15 of the 46 beds can be high lofted.
Q) More clarification for 15 EA Bed Safety Rails
A) The safety rail keeps the student from falling out of the bed during sleep. The safety rail should be finished.

Q) More clarification for 15 EA Bed Rails
A) This would be part of a high loft kit to stabilize the structure when high lofted. This is not finished, it is just a metal stabilizer.

Q) More clarification for installation:
A) The delivery truck can get right near the building.
   Staging area: there is open area, but it's not covered.
   No major projects are scheduled for the delivery date
   All other specifications are to remain the same.

NOTE: IN THE EVENT THAT YOUR BID INVITATION HAS BEEN SENT TO THIS OFFICE PRIOR TO RECEIVING THIS ADDENDUM, RETURN THE ADDENDUM WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME WITH ANY CHANGES YOU MAY WISH TO MAKE AND MARK ON THE REMITTANCE ENVELOPE BID INVITATION NUMBER AND OPENING DATE. RETURNED ADDENDA WILL SUPERSEDE PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED BID.

BIDDER ____________________________ ADDRESS ____________________________

BY ____________________________ DATE ____________________________
   (this document must be signed)

________________________________________________________________________
   (please type or print name)

TEL NO. ____________________________

BID SUBMISSION TO:
Kimberly Brent
Community College System of NH
26 College Dr
Concord NH 03301
Email: purchasing@ccsnh.edu
Telephone: 603-230-3540